Signal

Keyboard, Video & Mouse

HDMI Distribution

Send HDMI Signals
Over a LAN

Best
Seller!

... even through switches with reverse
USB mouse & keyboard control!

HDM220

Full KVM
Function !!
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ur HDMI Mules let you have your DVR or NVR in one room while
being able to view and control it with a monitor and remote from
another over a network - for example, you’d be able to keep your DVR
securely in a locked room while positioning a monitor elsewhere to
view any footage and control it via IR remote, which is really handy for
CCTV applications!
Example 1 DVR/NVR on a CAT5 network

HDMI Output
HDM217

33
Easy Setup - Plug & Play
33
Full KVM Function
33
Dual CAT5/CAT6 Compatible
33
One TX to One RX

This allows you to view and control your HDMI video from up to 120m
away from your DVR using your existing CAT5/6 set-up, with no mess,
no extra cables and no extra costs - yes, it really is that simple!
The HDMI Mules can be used for point-to-point access (1 cable
between each unit and no switch) or in cascade mode with
additional monitors/receivers connected through a network
switch, letting multiple users control the DVR/NVR from
different rooms with the touch of a button - it’s super flexible.

HDMI Monitor

Example 3 Multiple receivers over a network

HDM216

The network switch can be connected to other equipment HDM216
too, at the same time as it is connected to the MULES!

LAN or CAT5/6
Up to 120m

HDMI Output
DVR / NVR

Simply connect your HDMI transmitter and receiver to one CAT5/6
cable, then the transmitter to a HDMI source device (e.g. a DVR) and
the receiver to a monitor.
Example 2 PC on a CAT5 network with keyboard & mouse control
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Add up to 252 receivers to view HDMI source in up to 252 locations

USB Mouse
USB Keyboard

Reverse USB

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Video In & Out: HDMI
LAN: RJ45 Socket
Resolution: 1080p @ 60 Hz
Cable Required: CAT5 or better
KVM Input: 2x USB

HDM217

The HDMI Mule+ is fantastic for security as the built-in USB extender
means you can lock the DVR in say a server room, safe and out of sight,
but position a monitor and mouse somewhere more accessible e.g.
reception area to control and view quickly and easily.

HDMI Output
HDM217

33
One TX to Many RX
33
Remote Video & Mouse Control
33
Works with Network Switches
33
Works with Direct Cable

KVM Output: USB
Max Cable Length: 120m
Voltage: 5V DC / 700mA
PSUs Supplied
H26.3 x W89.5 x D109.6mm

Watch the video
here on our new
YouTube channel
"System Q CCTV"

s
Adding a "KVM" Mule give
you "Keyboard, Video &
Mouse" control up to 120m
LAN
over CAT5, CAT6 or even a

Order Code

Description

HDM220

HDMI Mule+ TX & RX Pair

HDM216
HDM217

Receiver Unit
Transmitter Unit

